We describe a clustering method for labeled link network (semantic graph) that can be used to group important nodes (highly connected nodes) along with their relevant link's labels by using PARAFAC tensor decomposition. In this kind of network, the adjacency matrix can not be used to fully describe all information about the network structure. We have to expand the matrix into 3-way adjacency tensor, so that not only the information about to which nodes a node connects to but by which link's labels is also included. And by applying PARAFAC decomposition on this tensor, we get two lists, nodes and link's labels with scores attached to each node and labels, for each decomposition group. So clustering process to get the important nodes along with their relevant labels can be done simply by sorting the lists in decreasing order. To test the method, we construct labeled link network by using blog's dataset, where the blogs are the nodes and labeled links are the shared words among them. The similarity measures between the results and standard measures look promising, especially for two most important tasks, finding the most relevant words to blogs query and finding the most similar blogs to blogs query, about 0.87.
INTRODUCTION
The research on network clustering have a long tradition in computer science, especially on neighborhoodbased network clustering, where the nodes being grouped together if they are in the vicinity and have a higher-thanaverage density of links connecting them [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Some examples of the real application of this network clustering are in parallel computing and distributed computation where the n number of tasks is divided into several processes that carried out by a separate program or thread running on one of m different processors [8] .
In addition to the neighborhood-based network clustering, there is another clustering method that works on labeled link network, where the nodes are in the same group if they share the same or almost the same link's labels. In online auction networks this method can be used to find similar users [12] , and by utilizing user's preferences in buying and selling activities, a recommendation system for effective and efficient advertisement can be proposed [13] . These two clustering methods, however, can only group nodes. When the challenge to group the nodes with their most relevant link's labels comes, we have to utilize characteristic matrix , a nodes-versus-link's labels matrix, where the entries are the weight of the links. The further discussion about this can be found in [13] .
But there are some situations where this approach is not suitable to be used, for example in the situation where we are only interested in finding the relevant link's labels for the most important nodes, nodes that have many links (in web network this will be web pages with many inlinks, but other networks like online auction network and international trading network, this can be nodes with many inlinks and/or outlinks [13] ). This task is not trivial, for example in the web, the famous web pages more likely to attract many viewers, so that the ability to group the important pages with their relevant anchor text in the hyperlinks has real advantage [14] .
To provide the natural way of grouping important nodes along with their relevant labeled links, we follow Kolda's works [14, 15] ; first constructing adjacency tensor of the labeled link network, where the first and second axis are the nodes and the third axis is the link's labels (an example shown in fig. 2 ). And then apply tensor decomposition to get the node's authority and hub vectors along with link's labels' vectors for each R decomposition groups (see eq. (1) and fig. 3 ). And because the results produce ranking scores for both nodes and link's labels, we can sort these score vectors in descending order to get clustering of important nodes and their relevant labeled links for each R decomposition groups.
In this paper, instead of using real labeled link network, a problem that has already being discussed in [14, 15] , we decide to use blogs dataset and form labeled link network by taking blogs as the nodes and shared words as the link's labels. This work has some possible real applications. For example because the similarity measures for task 1 (finding the most relevant blogs to the words query), and task 3 (finding the most similar blogs to the blogs query) give promising results (see table 4), one can build blogs search engine that provides users with ability to find the most relevant blogs to the words query and to find the most similar blogs to the blogs query. And because the results provide us with blog-word grouping, the engine can display not only the blogs but also the relevant words. Also one can also build visualization service that shows the blogs with its relevant shared words. 
PARAFAC DECOMPOSITION
The PARAFAC tensor decomposition is higher-order analogue to the matrix singular value decomposition (SVD), but the singular vectors produced by PARAFAC are not generally orthonormal as the case in SVD [15] . The PARAFAC decomposition approximates a tensor by the sum of R rank-1 outer products of vectors h r , a r , and t r as shown by fig. 3 . Vector h r is the corresponding hub vectors, a r is the corresponding authority vectors, and t r is the corresponding term vectors for each rank r.
PARAFAC decomposition of the adjacency tensor X can be written as (following Kolda et al [15] ):
where H, A, and T is the hub, authority and term matrices of R rank-1 tensor X decomposition, ○ is outer vectors product, and λ r (λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ ··· ≥ λ R ) is the weight for each group r. H, A and T are formed by arranging vectors h r , a r , and t r such that:
To calculate PARAFAC decomposition, greedy PARAFAC algorithm is used [14] .
DATA AND PREPROCESSING
We downloaded the blogs and its contents from technorati's 1 most popular and favorite blogs lists on November 27
th , 2007. The number of blogs is 151 and the number of shared words is 704 (180 words after irrelevant words, like stop words, unrecognized words, and words that don't have clear meaning, are filtered out).
Data preprocessing manipulates the blogs and their contents into labeled link network. The blogs itself don't connect to each others by any hyperlinks. The links are the shared words and a blog connect to the others if they share the same words. And because the shared words usually don't appear once in the blogs, the labeled links are weighted with the total number of shared words' appearance in all blogs that share those words. Fig. 4 describes the process of constructing labeled links network from blogs dataset.
The blogs and shared words can be represented mathematically by characteristic matrix (see fig. 4 (b) ). From this matrix, we can form bipartite graph ( fig. 4 (c) ), where the nodes are blogs and shared words. And then we can manipulate this bipartite graph into labeled link network ( fig. 4 (d) ), which is the form that we need to apply PARAFAC decomposition into its adjacency tensor ( fig. 4 (e) ). Because the network is constructed from bipartite graph, the result is undirected, so each frontal slices of the adjacency tensor (adjacency matrix for each shared words) is symmetric matrix.
Algorithm in fig. 5 is used to create adjacency tensor from characteristic matrix.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We decompose the adjacency tensor into 2, 4, …, 14 groups. Our code is written in MATLAB by using MATLAB Tensor Toolbox 2 [16] and run in a notebook with Mobile AMD Sempron processor 3000+ with 480 MB DDRAM. The maximum number of groups, 14, is not 1 http://technorati.com/pop/blogs/ 2 http://www.models.kvl.dk/source/nwaytoolbox chosen but is the maximum number that our computer can process due to the memory limitation. The computational time increases rapidly as the number of groups increases, with approximately 15 minutes for the 14-group decomposition. Table 1 and 2 show the result of twogroup and four-group decomposition.
RESULTS ASSESSMENT
Two papers by Kolda et. al. [14, 15] that introduce the using of PARAFAC tensor decomposition to group web pages along with their anchor text, don't provide the assessment of the results, they only qualitatively state that tensor decomposition produces good results compare to the results by authoritative scores of HITS. We will move further here to assess the quality of tensor decomposition by using similarity measure, cosine criterion, between the results and standard measure results. And because decomposition produces two scores, blog and shared word scores, for each groups, we have to use query vectors that ask both decomposition results and standard measures for relevant/similar blogs or shared words. Because the query vectors and the groups to be found can be blogs or shared words, there are four possibilities in the query -result as described in As the standard measure, because it has to be something that doesn't have or produces error and approximation values, we use blog's characteristic matrix C (an example is in fig. 4(b) ). Before we move further to find relevant/similar group to the query, we have to calculate in advance the blog's similarity matrix B and shared word's similarity matrix W. Let N be the number of blogs and M be the number of shared words, matrix B is N×N matrix with its entries defined as:
and matrix W is M×M matrix with entries defined as:
The last thing to be considered before the similarity between tensor decomposition results and standard measure results being calculated is the query vectors. There are two query vectors, N×1 blog's query vector q blog , and M×1 word's query vector q word , where the entry is one if the blogs/words appear in queries and zero otherwise. Because we are only interested in knowing the quality of decomposition results in average, and not in evaluating specific cases, we set all entries of vector q to one.
Task 1: Finding the most relevant blogs to words query
For standard measure case, matrix C is being used. 
The Similarity Measure Calculation Results
The total similarity measures for task 1 and 3 give good results, about 87%. And because in real situation users usually want to find set of blogs that match with their keywords (task 1, find the most relevant blogs to words query), and also the most similar set of blogs to the their favorite blogs (task 3, find the most similar blogs to blogs query) the high similarity measure for task 1 and 3 seems to be promising.
Also the relatively good result in task 3, finding the most relevant words to the blogs query means that tensor decomposition can also be used to give description of the contents of queried blogs.
The worst case is the task 4, about 63%, finding the most similar words to words query. But because in our opinion this task has no clear purpose, we can exclude it from our discussion.
From all groups that adjacency tensor being decomposed into, the 4-group gives the best average similarity measure. But unfortunately we still don't know how to predict this in advance. 
DISCUSSION
Actually there are some questions remain here. For example, how to choose the best number of groups for any adjacency tensors, how to associate the blogs that always placed in the bottom part with their shared words, etc. These questions, even though are very interesting, can not be answered right now. And the mechanism for filtering out the irrelevant items and the system that has ability to recognize phrases in addition to the words have not applied to this work. We will address these all remaining tasks in the future research.
